
Raising Productivity to a Higher Level
The JLG® SkyPower® Package enables the 
addition of many productivity enhancing 
accessories. Machines with the SkyPower 
system are equipped with a self-contained 
7500W generator with a power cable, and an 
integrated air line. A side-entry platform 
provides improved entry and allows for later 
quick installation of the SkyGlazier® panel 
tray. In addition to providing self-contained 
AC power to operate hand tools, the 
SkyPower system enables other accessories 
to be conveniently added, including 
SkyWelder® and SkyCutter® packages.

JLG Workstation in the Sky® 
Power Accessories
A self-contained 7500W generator 
(normally renting for $1,300/mo.) provides 
the power to the platform for tools, lights or 
JLG accessories, creating a “Workstation 
in the Sky.” The integrated power cable 
and air line allow you to quickly attach or 
detach a variety of JLG accessories.

Save Time and Money
Eliminate the need to move and reposition 
the generator, resulting in an estimated 
time savings of 1.25 hours per shift (a 
savings of $880 per machine for a 20-day 
work month). Plus, eliminate the tracking 
and delivery costs associated with a 
separate generator.  Save fuel by using 
SkyPower in place of a separate ground 
based generator. Using SkyPower 75%  
of the time (8 hours per day, 20 days per 
month) would result in a fuel savings of 
$112 per month. 

And factory routed cables reduce power 
cable damage — An average of $150 in 
material, plus lost productivity per incident, 
based on $44 per hour, results in a total 
savings of $194.

Available on these JLG Models:
Telescopic Boom Lifts

400S, 460SJ, 600S, 600SJ, 660SJ, 800S, 860SJ, 1200SJ, 1350SJ

Articulating Boom Lifts
600A, 600AJ, 800A, 800AJ

Quantified Savings Per Month

Time (productivity) Savings  $ 880

Damaged Cable 
Replacement (per incident) $ 190

Fuel Savings  $ 112

Generator Rental  $1,300

Delivery Charges  $ 100

Estimated Monthly Savings  $2,586
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Specifications

Wattage: 7500W at 100% duty cycle

Voltage:  240V; 60Hz; 3-Phase; 7.5kW and 240V/120V; 60Hz; 
Single Phase; 6.0kW (circuit breaker protected) 
 
400V; 50Hz; 3-Phase; 7.5kW and 220V; 50Hz;  
Single Phase; 6.0kW (CE version)

Power:  Belt Driven at 1800 rpm (Ultra Booms are driven hydraulically). 
Separate 110V and 220V receptacles included in the platform

Platform: 8 ft (2.4 m) Side-entry, with self-closing gate
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